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About Steve Smith, Tennissmith and the Great Base Initiative; Web 

Information 

   
 

 

About Steve Smith, tennissmith and the Great Base Initiative 

 
Steve has been coaching for 43 years and is one of the most respected coaches in the country. 

His tennissmith system has produced over 10 NCAA Division I champions and over 500 of his 

students have gone on to play college tennis.  He designed, developed and directed the first 

college comprehensive tennis curriculum and degree program. His son was ranked no. 2 junior in 

the U.S., was an NCAA Division I All-American and achieved an ATP singles ranking of no. 

200 in the world. 

  

Steve is on a mission to improve tennis teaching, with an emphasis on youngsters learning the 

proper fundamentals. He has developed the GreatBase program as a way of teaching those 

fundamentals. NGTE is adopting the GreatBase program and tennissmith system – we think it 

will be a great help to our program.  

 

The model for most of the pictures of Raven Klaasen, a top ATP tour doubles player who credits 

the Great Base system for his success in pro tennis. 

  

Web Information: 

 
 YouTube:   

o Search under “GreatBase Initiative Tennis” to find numerous videos on the 

Great Base Initiative. 

o Search under “tennissmith” to find numerous videos 

 Facebook:  facebook.com/greatbasetennis – features daily postings 

 Website:  this site has both: 

o Pay services for $20 per month –those services include (a) several new 

instruction videos a day under the “Daily Base” portion of the site, (2) the full 

Great Base Initiative Course,(3) Great Base Building Blocks course  and (4) a 

very in-depth (25 hour) course entitled “Tennis Intelligence Applied”   

o A free component consisting of  the daily Facebook postings and the ability to 

search all past postings – there are over 5 years worth of postings.  
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The Journey of Tennis 

 

• The journey of tennis is a long one.  Tennis is a complex sport which takes a 

long time to master. 

• When learning tennis it is helpful to have the end in mind.  The end or goal 

is to master all of the different parts of the game.   

• To master the different parts of the game takes a long time.  You do it like 

you build a house - brick by brick.    

• The best way to learn tennis is to have a good beginning.   A good beginning 

means to learn the proper fundamentals right from the start so that you do 

not need to break poor habits.   

• But even if you learned with some poor fundamentals, you can break those 

poor habits and learn the correct ones - it takes real effort but it can be done.   

• The athlete is like a computer - you function the way you are 

programmed.  If you are programmed with good habits you will function 

well and if you are programmed with poor habits you will not play as well.  

• The most important reason to have good technique is to avoid injury.   The 

second reason is to have a game that can grow and improve.  
 

Tennis Defined 

 

• Definition of Tennis: Running to and hitting the ball to a target on the other 

side of the net and keeping score. 

• Running to the ball (and recovering) is the physical part of tennis. 

• Hitting the ball is the technical part of tennis - there are a number of 

elements to master to hit the ball correctly. 

• Hitting to a target on your opponent's side of the net, in other words where 

you aim the ball, is the tactical part of the game.  For example, if you 

opponent has a weak backhand your target is to hit the ball to his or her 

backhand side. 

• Keeping Score - this is the mental and emotional part of the game.  Learning 

how to win (have a better score) than your opponent takes both knowledge 

and mental strength.  Learning to lose with grace and good sportsmanship 

also takes mental strength. 

• The Great Base Initiative will focus on the technical - hitting the ball 

correctly.  
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Be Brilliant with Basics 

 

• Legendary Football Coach Vince Lombard saying: “Be brilliant at the 

basics.”   Every sport boils down to being fundamentally sound.   

• There is no "right" or "wrong" way to hit a ball, but there is an efficient 

and  inefficient way to hit a tennis stroke.  

• Efficiency is the economy of motion, least amount of moving parts, least 

amount of muscle recruitment. 

• Different pros may have different styles but when you look at the moment 

they hit the ball, their stroke mechanics are almost all the same. 
 

Basic Principles of the Dimensions of the Court; Physical Laws 

 The dimensions of the court and physical laws dictate stroke production, 

not a  coach’s opinion or any unique theory 

 The tennis court is a rectangle 

 The tennis court from the baseline is less than 20 degrees wide.  Just a 

little change in the angle of the racket can make the ball go wide. 

 If you covered the net so you could not see through it, you would not be 

able to, if you stood on your baseline, see much, if any, of your 

opponent’s court.  When you are on the baseline, you need to lift the ball 

over the net. 

 To make the ball spin vertically with topspin like a bicycle wheel, you 

must swing vertically up like a ferris wheel 

 Topspin is your friend in a rally. 
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Some Learning Principles 

 The highest form of retention for learning is to teach 

 Teaching is information transfer 

 Don't underestimate the capacity of the learner 

 “T.E.A.M.” - Together Everyone Accomplishes More. 

 There is no “magic bullet” or shortcuts in tennis – working hard on the 

correct technique is the only way to get better    

 Kids regulate kids. 
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Ready Position 
om</a> o div></div> 

   
Ready Position – for players with        Ready Position – if use One-handed backhand 

            Two-handed backhand 

 

 Checkpoints for the ready position:   

o Look over top of Racket 

o Racket is in neutral position (i.e., racket is on edge) 

o Racket is tilted forward/upwards at a 45 degree angle 

o You push the hands away from the body with the elbows out  (i.e., raise 

the elbows) -   should be able to drop a basketball (a volleyball for a kid) 

between the butt cap and the belly button.    

o Knees flexed 

 One way to help find the ready position is to first put the edge of the racket on 

your nose and then push the racket away from you, pushing the elbows out. 

 For the groundstroke ready position – hold  a forehand grip.   

 If you use a two-handed backhand,  wait with both hands on the grip handle 

with two forehand grips.   

 If you use a one-handed backhand, cradle the racket throat with your fingertips 

on the non-racket hand except that the finger tip of the index finger touches the 

strings.  

 When your opponent strikes the ball, perform a split step which is like a hop 

scotch (or bunny hop) move 
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Grips  

 

  

GRIP CHECKPOINTS 

 The racket handle is an octagon and has eight sides or panels – see the above picture to the 

left.   

 You find the grips by using the bottom knuckle of the index (pointer) finger and the heel 

pad  - see picture to the right. You put that knuckle and the heel pad on a particular panel to 

find a particular grip.    

 For the forehand groundstroke grip, the knuckle of the index finger and the heel pad are on 

panel 3 (for a right-handed player).  It is also okay for the knuckle of the index finger and 

the heel pad to be on panel 4 but they should not be on panel 5. 

 For Serves and Overheads use the Continental Grip.  To find the Continental Grip, place the 

knuckle of the index finger and the heel pad on panel 2 (for a right-handed player). 

 For the Composite Grip (composite between the forehand groundstroke grip and the 

Continental grip), the  knuckle of the index finger is on panel 3 and the heel pad is on panel 

2 (for a right-handed player).  The Composite Grip is used by advanced players on the 

forehand volley. 

 For the two-handed backhand groundstroke: 

o Non-dominant hand: should be in a forehand grip so if your non-dominant hand is 

the left hand the knuckle of the index finger and the heel pad of the non-dominant 

hand are on panel 7 (if your non-dominant hand is your right hand, they are on 

panel 3).   

o Dominant hand:  for the beginner, the best grip is for the knuckle of the index 

finger and the heel pad to be on the right side of panel 1(for a right-handed player), 

and for the advanced player the best grip for the dominant hand is the Continental 

grip. 

 For the one-handed backhand groundstroke and one-handed backhand volley: the 

knuckle of the index finger and the heel pad are on the right side of panel 1.   

 For all grips: keep the racket hand relaxed.       
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Types of Shots; Swing Patterns 
 

 Three types of shots in tennis: 

 Basic Shots: Groundstrokes, serves, volleys and overheads  

 Specialty shots – approach shots (hybrid basic and specialty), 

drop shots, lobs  

 Emergency shots 

 

 For basic shots, there are three basic types of swing patterns: 

 Groundstrokes:  Circular and Lifting; Swing inside out (away 

from your body)  

 Volleys - Pushing (you push out to the target) - Linear 

 Serve and Overhead Throwing - Figure Eight 

 All shots have three basic components: grip, racket swing and 

movement of the body.  The serve adds a fourth element: the toss. 
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Forehand Volley 
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Forehand Volley 
 

 
 

 

FOREHAND VOLLEY READY POSITION CHECKPOINTS 
 

 Racket head tilted upwards at a 45 degree angle  

 Racket is in neutral position (i.e., racket is on edge) 

 Knees flexed 

  Hold a composite grip (for the beginner hold a forehand grip).  

 Push the hands away from the body with the elbows out  (i.e., raise the 

elbow) -  should be able to drop a basketball (a volleyball for a younger kid) 

between the butt cap and the belly button  

 Split step as your opponent strikes the ball 
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Forehand Volley 
 

 
 

FOREHAND VOLLEY UNIT TURN CHECKPOINTS 
 

 Just turn the shoulders from the ready position, no independent movement of the    

arms. 

 Strings face the incoming ball 

 Racket head remains pointing up at 45 degrees 

 Elbow of racket arm raised 

 Non-Racket hand near (but not on) the racket 

 Right foot (if you are a righty) steps out towards  sideline with toes pointed to the sideline 

 Left foot (if you are a righty) on toes and heel off the ground 
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Forehand Volley 

   

FOREHAND VOLLEY FORWARD SWING CHECKPOINTS 

 The volley is a pushing motion – push your racket hand palm towards 

your target.  Almost like you are clapping hands.  Swing level; do not 

swing down. 

 Footwork is equally important as Racket work – you get your power from 

not only the push of the racket but also the step forward 

 If have time, take smaller steps forward and then a bigger last step 

 Body at 45 degree angle to net at contact 

 Eyes at contact point 

    Breathe Out at the hit 
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FOREHAND VOLLEY 

 

FOREHAND VOLLEY FOLLOW-THROUGH CHECKPOINTS 

 Racket Head finishes above wrist,  

 Racket Strings pointing to target 

 Racket arm finishes somewhat bent 

 Body weight forward, up on back toes with heel off the ground  

 Body remains at 45 degree angle to net, head remains looking at 

contact point 

 Non-racket hand out in front 
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Forehand Groundstroke 
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Forehand Groundstroke 

  

FOREHAND GROUNDSTROKE READY POSITION CHECKPOINTS 

 Racket head tilted upwards at a 45 degree angle  

 Racket is in neutral position (i.e., racket is on edge) 

 Knees flexed  

 Hold a forehand grip.  

 Push the hands away from the body with the elbows out  (i.e., raise the 

elbow) -  should be able to drop a basketball (a volleyball for a younger kid) 

between the butt cap and the belly button  

 Split step as your opponent strikes the ball 
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Forehand Groundstroke 

 
 

 

FOREHAND GROUNDSTROKE UNIT TURN CHECKPOINTS 

 

• Shoulders turn taking the racket with it. 

• Keep non-racket hand on racket 

• Racket tip points up 

• Outside foot (right foot for a righty) steps out towards sideline with toes pointed 

to the sideline. 

• Weight shifts to outside foot and inside foot (left foot for a righty) is on its toes 

with heel up 
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FOREHAND GROUNDSTROKE 

 

 

 
 

FOREHAND FULL TURN CHECKPOINTS 
 

• Full turn - the shoulders turn fully and the non-racket hand stretches out towards 

the sideline  

• Racket head tip is pointing up 

• Racket stays in front of the plane of the body  
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Forehand Groundstroke 

 

FOREHAND RACKET LOOP AND THREE POINT LANDING 

CHECKPOINTS 

 From the full turn position, let gravity drop the racket down – keep shoulder 

loose and let gravity do the work 

 Racket head should fall approximately one foot under the intended contact 

point.  The number one problem on groundstrokes is players not getting 

low enough – need to get the racket head below the impact point. 

 3 Point Landing:  

 Racket drops down with racket hand dropping to about knee level 

(assuming ball will be contacted about waist level).  Racket face is 

closed. 

 Body goes down – like you are sitting in a chair.  Get down by 

bending knees – keep back relatively straight. 

 Step forwards with inside leg (left leg if you are a righty) 
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Forehand Groundstroke 

 

 

FOREHAND GROUNSTROKE FORWARD SWING CHECKPOINTS 

• From the 3 point landing position, the racket swings up and forwards towards the 

target and from the inside to the outside 

• Contact the ball away from your body 

• Upper body rotates forwards and lifts up at the same time as the racket moves 

forwards and upwards 

• By the time of contact, the body has turned about 45 degrees - belly button points 

to ball at contact 

• Racket hand and non-racket hand should mirror each other like they are going up 

a flight of stairs 

• Contact point should be around waist height  

• Eyes focused on the contact point - keep your head down even as your body is 

lifting.   

• Breathe Out at the hit 
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Forehand Groundstroke 

    
 

FOREHAND FOLLOW-THROUGH CHECKPOINTS 
 Racket head lifts  up and also extends towards the target you are aiming for in your 

opponent's court – see below photos of Del Potro 

 Body continues to rotate forwards and body also lifts upwards. Front leg straightens up. 

 Eyes focused on the contact point - keep your head down even as your body has lifted up 

 At finish:  

 Non-racket hand catches the racket on the top of the racket handle right 

above the racket hand 

 Racket hand about a foot away from the head and above eye level  

 Back foot up on its toes, heel off the ground and hips turned in – hips face 

the net  

 Head is straight above the front foot 
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One-Handed Backhand Volley 
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One-Handed Backhand Volley 

 

 
 

ONE-HANDED BACKHAND VOLLEY READY POSITION CHECKPOINTS 

 

 Racket head tilted upwards at a 45 degree angle  

 Racket is in neutral position (i.e., racket is on edge) 

 Hold a composite grip (for the beginner hold a forehand grip) – you will 

switch to a backhand grip on the unit turn 

 Knees flexed 

 Push the hands away from the body with the elbows out  (i.e., raise the 

elbow) -  should be able to drop a basketball (a volleyball for a kid) between the 

butt cap and the belly button  

 Non-racket hand up on the throat with finger tips of pointer finger on racket 

strings 

 Split step as your opponent strikes the ball 
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One-Handed Backhand Volley 

 

 
 

ONE-HANDED BACKHAND VOLLEY UNIT TURN CHECKPOINTS 

 Just turn the shoulders from the ready position, no independent movement of the 

arms 

 Turn so that hitting arm shoulder is pointing to net and chest pointing to the side 

fence 

 Straighten the racket arm when you turn (arm should have just a little flex in it) 

 As you turn, shift to a backhand grip 

 Strings point to the incoming ball 

 Racket head remains pointing up at 45 degrees 

 Left elbow raised 

 Left foot (if you are a righty) steps out towards sideline with toes pointed to the sideline 

 Right foot (if you are a righty) on toes and heel off the ground 
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One-Handed Backhand Volley 
 

 
 

ONE-HANDED BACKHAND VOLLEY FORWARD SWING 

CHECKPOINTS 

 The volley is a pushing motion – push your racket hand knuckles towards 

your target.   Swing level; do not swing down.  

 As your racket hand goes forwards, your non-racket hand goes back 

 Footwork is equally important as Racket work – get your power from not 

only the push of the racket but also the step forward 

 If have time, take smaller steps forward and then a bigger last step 

 Body sideways to the net at contact 

 Eyes at contact point 

 Breathe Out at the hit 
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One-Handed Backhand Volley 

 

 

ONE-HANDED BACKHAND VOLLEY FOLLOW-THROUGH 

CHECKPOINTS 

 Racket Head finishes above wrist,  

 Racket arm relatively straight 

 Non-racket hand  goes all the way back and is in a line with the 

racket hand 

 Body weight forward, back foot up on toes with heel off the 

ground  

 Body stays sideways to the net  
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Two-Handed Backhand Volley 
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Two-Handed Backhand Volley 
 

   
 

General Thoughts 

 

 For children, and even many adults, learning the two-handed backhand 

volley first is better than going right to the one-handed backhand volley.    

o The reason is that hitting a one-handed backhand volley with proper 

technique is really difficult for the beginner.   Most beginners will, in 

the forward swing, chop down with racket head and/or let the racket 

head collapse.   

o Better to start with the two-handed volley - beginners will find it 

much easier to push through the volley with a level swing and keeping 

the racket head up with the two-handed backhand volley. 

 Eventually the player should transition to a one-handed backhand volley for 

better maneuverability and reach. 
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Two-Handed Backhand Volley 

 

 
 

TWO-HANDED BACKHAND VOLLEY READY POSITION CHECKPOINTS 

 

 Racket head tilted upwards at a 45 degree angle  

 Racket is in neutral position (i.e., racket is on edge) 

 Both hands on the racket handle. 

 The bottom hand holds a composite grip (for the beginner hold a forehand 

grip) – you will switch to a backhand grip on the unit turn 

 The top hand holds a forehand grip 

 Knees flexed 

 Push the hands away from the body with the elbows out  (i.e., raise the 

elbow) -  should be able to drop a basketball (a volleyball for a kid) between the 

butt cap and the belly button  

 Non-racket hand up on the throat with finger tips of pointer finger on racket 

strings 

 Split step as your opponent strikes the ball 
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Two-Handed Backhand Volley 

 

 
TWO-HANDED BACKHAND VOLLEY UNIT TURN CHECKPOINTS 

 Just turn the shoulders from the ready position, no independent 

movement of the arms 

 Turn 45 degrees  

 Straighten the bottom arm when you turn (arm should have just a little flex 

in it) 

 As you turn, shift the bottom hand to a backhand grip 

 Strings point to the incoming ball 

 Racket head remains pointing up at 45 degrees 

 Left elbow raised 

 Left foot (if you are a righty) steps out towards sideline with toes pointed to 

the sideline 

 Right foot (if you are a righty) on toes and heel off the ground 
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Two-Handed Backhand Volley 

 

 

TWO-HANDED BACKHAND VOLLEY FORWARD SWING 

CHECKPOINTS 

 The volley is a pushing motion – push the palm of the top hand towards 

your target.  Swing level; do not swing down.  

 Footwork is equally important as Racket work – you get your power from 

not only the push of the racket but also the step forward 

 If have time, take smaller steps forward and then a bigger last step 

 Body is at 45 degrees to the net at contact 

 Eyes at contact point 

 Breathe Out at the hit 
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Two-Handed Backhand Volley 

 

 

TWO-HANDED BACKHAND VOLLEY FOLLOW-THROUGH 

CHECKPOINTS 

 Racket Head finishes above the wrists  

 Arms relatively straight 

 Body weight forward, back foot up on toes with heel off the 

ground  

 Body stays at 45 degrees to the net  
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Two-Handed Backhand Groundstroke 
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Two-Handed Backhand Groundstroke 

  

TWO HANDED BACKHAND GROUNDSTROKE READY POSITION 

CHECKPOINTS 

 Racket head tilted upwards at a 45 degree angle  

 Racket is in neutral position (i.e., racket is on edge) 

 Knees flexed  

 Push the hands away from the body with the elbows out  (i.e., raise the 

elbow) -  should be able to drop a basketball (a volleyball for a kid) between the 

butt cap and the belly button  

 Wait with both hands on the grip handle 

 Split step as your opponent strikes the ball 
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Two-Handed Backhand Groundstroke  
 

 
 

TWO HANDED BACKHAND GROUNDSTROKE UNIT TURN CHECKPOINTS 

 

• Shoulder turns taking the racket with it. 

• Bottom hand switches to Continental Grip 

• Arms straighten 

• Racket tip points up 

• Left foot (if you are a righty) steps out towards sideline with toes pointed to the 

sideline 

• Weight shifts to outside foot and inside foot goes up on its toes with heel up  
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Two-Handed Backhand Groundstroke 
 

  
 

TWO HANDED BACKHAND FULL TURN CHECKPOINTS 

 

• Full turn - the shoulders turn more than sideways – back partially faces the net 

• Look at the ball over your front shoulder  

• Racket tip is pointing up 

• Racket stays in front of the plane of the body  
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Two-Handed Backhand Groundstroke 

  

TWO HANDED  BACKHAND RACKET LOOP AND THREE POINT 

LANDING CHECKPOINTS 

 From the full turn position, let gravity drop the racket down – you’re your 

shoulders loose and let gravity do the work 

 Racket head should be approximately one foot under the intended contact 

point.  The number one problem on groundstrokes is players not 

getting low enough – need to get the racket head below the impact 

point. 

 3 Point Landing:  

 Racket drops down with hands dropping down to about knee 

level (assuming the ball will be contacted at waist height).  

Racket face is closed 

 Body goes down – like you are sitting in a chair.   

Get down by bending knees – keep back relatively straight. 

 Step forwards with inside leg (right leg if you are a righty) 
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Two-Handed Backhand Groundstroke 

  

 

TWO HANDED BACKHAND GROUNSTROKE FORWARD SWING 

CHECKPOINTS 

• From the 3 point landing position, the racket swings up and forwards 

towards the target and from the inside to the outside 

• Contact the ball away from your body 

• Upper body rotates forwards and lifts up at the same time as the racket 

moves forwards and upwards 

• By the time of contact, the body has turned about 45 degrees - belly 

button points to ball at contact 

• Contact point should be around waist height  

• Eyes focused on the contact point - keep your head down even as your 

body is lifting.   

• Breathe Out at the hit 
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Two-Handed Backhand Groundstroke 

            
TWO-HANDED BACKHAND COMPLETION OF SWING AND 

FOLLOW-THROUGH CHECKPOINTS 
 Racket head lifts  up and also extends towards the target you are aiming for in your 

opponent's court – see below photos of Del Potro 

 Body continues to rotate forwards and body also lifts upwards. Front leg straightens up. 

 Eyes focused on the contact point - keep your head down even as your body has lifted up 

 At finish, racket hand about a foot away from the head and above eye level  

 Butt of racket finishes closer to opposite side fence than the racket head 

 Back foot up on its toes, heel off the ground and hips turned in – hips face the net 
 Head  straight above the front foot 
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One Handed Topspin Backhand Groundstroke 
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One Handed Topspin Backhand Groundstroke 

 

 
 

ONE HANDED BACKHAND GROUNDSTROKE READY POSITION 

CHECKPOINTS 

 Racket head tilted upwards at a 45 degree angle  

 Racket is in neutral position (i.e., racket is on edge) 

 Knees flexed  

 Push the hands away from the body with the elbows out  (i.e., raise the 

elbows) -  should be able to drop a basketball (a volleyball for a kid) between the 

butt cap and the belly button  

 Split step as your opponent strikes the ball 
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One-Handed Topspin Backhand Groundstroke 

 
ONE-HANDED BACKHAND GROUNDSTROKE UNIT TURN 

CHECKPOINTS 

 Just turn the shoulders from the ready position, no independent movement of the 

arms.   

 Straighten the racket arm when you turn (arm should have just a little flex in it) 

 As you turn, shift to a backhand grip  

 Racket head remains pointing up  

 Left elbow raised 

 Left foot (if you are a righty) steps out towards sideline with toes pointed to the sideline 

 Right foot (if you are a righty) on toes and heel off the ground 
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One-Handed Topspin Backhand Groundstroke 

 

 
 

ONE-HANDED TOPSPIN  BACKHAND GROUNDSTROKE FULL TURN CHECKPOINTS 

 

 

• Full turn - the shoulders turn more than sideways – back partially faces net 

• Look at the ball over your front shoulder  

• Racket tip is pointing up 

• Right Foot (if you are a righty) up on its toes 
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One-Handed Topspin Backhand Groundstroke 
 

 

ONE HANDED TOPSPIN BACKHAND RACKET LOOP AND THREE 

POINT LANDING CHECKPOINTS 

 From the full turn position, let gravity drop the racket down – keep your 

shoulder loose and let gravity do the work 

 Racket head should be approximately one foot under the intended contact 

point.  The number one problem on groundstrokes is players not 

getting low enough – need to get the racket head below the impact 

point. 

 3 Point Landing:  

 Racket drops down with racket  hand dropping down to about 

knee level (assuming the ball will be contacted at waist height).  

Racket face is closed 

 Body goes down – like you are sitting in a chair 

 Step forwards with inside leg (right leg if you are a righty).  
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One-Handed Topspin Backhand Groundstroke 
 

  

ONE HANDED TOPSPIN BACKHAND FORWARD SWING POINT 

CHECKPOINTS 

• From the three point landing position, swing up and forwards and from 

inside to outside 

• Contact the ball away from your body, weight is on front foot at contact 

   Left hand goes back as racket hand goes forward 

   The  back foot is on its toes with the heel off the ground 

  Contact away from the body; weight on front foot at contact 

  Body is sideways to the net at contact – the chest points to the sideline 

  Eyes on the contact point 

  Breath out at the hit 
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One-Handed Topspin Backhand Groundstroke 

 

   
 

ONE HANDED TOPSPIN  BACKHAND GROUNDSTROKE FOLLOW THROUGH 

CHECKPOINTS 

 

 Racket keeps on rising and finishes high – “Air the Armpit” 

 Butt of racket finishes closer to opposite side fence than the racket head 

 Non-racket hand continues to go back 

 Body stays sideways to the net 

 Back foot on its toes with heel off the ground 

 Head stays down looking at the contact point 
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UNDERSPIN BACKHAND GROUNDSTROKE 
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Underspin Backhand Groundstroke 

 

 

UNDERSPIN BACKHAND GROUNDSTROKE READY POSITION 

CHECKPOINTS 

 Racket head tilted upwards at a 45 degree angle  

 Racket is in neutral position (i.e., racket is on edge) 

 Knees flexed  

 Push the hands away from the body with the elbows out  (i.e., raise the 

elbows) -  should be able to drop a basketball (a volleyball for a kid) between the 

butt cap and the belly button  

 Split step as your opponent strikes the ball 
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Underspin Backhand Groundstroke 

 
UNDERSPIN BACKHAND GROUNDSTROKE UNIT TURN 

CHECKPOINTS 

 Just turn the shoulders from the ready position, no independent movement of the 

arms.   

 Straighten the racket arm when you turn (arm should have just a little flex in it) 

 As you turn, shift to a backhand grip 

 Open the racket face by tilting the arm 

 Racket head remains pointing up  

 Left elbow raised 

 Left foot (if you are a righty) steps out towards sideline with toes pointed to the sideline 

 Right foot (if you are a righty) on toes and heel off the ground 
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Underspin Backhand Groundstroke 

 
 

UNDERSPIN BACKHAND GROUNDSTROKE FULL TURN CHECKPOINTS 

 

 

• Full turn - the shoulders turn more than sideways – back partially faces net 

• Look at the ball over your front shoulder  

• Racket tip is pointing up 
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Underspin Backhand Groundstroke 

   
 
 

 
 

UNDERSPIN BACKHAND GROUNDSTROKE – STEP FORWARD AND FORWARD 

SWING CHECKPOINTS 

 
 Step forwards with right leg (if you are a righty) 

 Swing is a little downwards but emphasize going forwards 

 Lead-in with the bottom edge of the racket 

 Left hand goes back as racket hand goes forward 

 At contact, the back foot is on its toes with the heel off the ground 

 Contact away from the body; weight on front foot at contact 

 Body is sideways to the net at contact – the chest points to the sideline 

 Eyes on the contact point 

 Breath out at the hit 
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Underspin Backhand Groundstroke 

 

   
 

UNDERSPIN BACKHAND GROUNDSTROKE FOLLOW THROUGH CHECKPOINTS 

 

 After contact, the racket rises up and finishes high 

 Butt of racket finishes closer to opposite side fence than the racket head 

 Non-racket hand continues to go back 

 Body stays sideways to the net 

 Back foot on its toes with heel off the ground 

 Head stays down looking at the contact point 
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SERVE 
 

    
 

   
 

     
 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://crunchtimecoaching.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/fed-serving-tip.bmp&imgrefurl=https://crunchtimecoaching.com/serving-tips-drill-for-a-great-racquet-drop/&docid=WoXuXD1oSKfAFM&tbnid=by4z2Eki7mb6sM:&vet=10ahUKEwigqseu99PUAhXIcz4KHYPaArEQMwgsKAIwAg..i&w=298&h=448&bih=566&biw=1366&q=tennis serve racket drop&ved=0ahUKEwigqseu99PUAhXIcz4KHYPaArEQMwgsKAIwAg&iact=mrc&uact=8
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SERVE 

 

 

 
 

GENERAL THOUGHTS ON THE SERVE  

 

 The serve is the most important shot in tennis 

 Be very relaxed – spaghetti arms 

 The rhythm of the stroke is slow to fast 
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SERVE 

 

 
 

SERVE STARTING POSITION CHECKPOINTS 

 

 Continental Grip 

 Position your feet as if they were on a skate board -  the skate board points 

towards the service box you are serving into 

 Front foot toes point at 45 degrees 

 Back foot parallel to baseline 

 Throat of Racket over wrist of toss arm like handcuffs 

           Start with weight forward on the front foot - bathroom scale 1 
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SERVE 

 

 
 

SERVE - FIRST MOVE CHECKPOINTS 
 

 Rotate your body away from the court, start by turning the knees  

 Shift weight to the back foot - bathroom scale 2 

 Hands still together  
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SERVE 

 

  
 

SERVE – “COBRA POSITION” CHECKPOINTS 

 

 Racket hand starts to move up with palm facing down 

 Toss arm starts to go up 
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SERVE 

 

  
 

SERVE – “COMB YOUR HAIR” CHECKPOINTS 

 

 As the arm rises from the Cobra Position, the palm of racket hand 

stays pointed to the ground – like you are combing your hair away 

from your head 

 Toss arm has gone all of the way up and stays up – the ball should 

only be released once your toss arm has reached past shoulder 

height 

 Toss is like feeding the giraffe. 

 Toss should be out in front 

 For a first serve, toss should be around 1 o’clock (for a right-

handed server).   For a second serve, toss can be closer to 12 

o’clock. 
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SERVE 

    
(1) Comb the Hair  Position   (2) Racket Drop                       (3) Talking on the Phone 

 

SERVE – THE LOOP CHECKPOINTS 

• From the Comb the Hair Position (picture (1) to the left), the racket 

loops behind and away from the back  - picture (2) in the middle.  

Notice that the elbow of the racket arm is up.   

• From the position in picture (2), the racket rises up to the Talking on 

the Phone position - picture (3) to the right  – like you are talking to 

someone on the phone with the palm of the racket hand facing the ear 

but with holding the phone away from your ear. 

• Notice that the racket is on its edge in the Talking on the Phone 

position.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://crunchtimecoaching.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/fed-serving-tip.bmp&imgrefurl=https://crunchtimecoaching.com/serving-tips-drill-for-a-great-racquet-drop/&docid=WoXuXD1oSKfAFM&tbnid=by4z2Eki7mb6sM:&vet=10ahUKEwigqseu99PUAhXIcz4KHYPaArEQMwgsKAIwAg..i&w=298&h=448&bih=566&biw=1366&q=tennis serve racket drop&ved=0ahUKEwigqseu99PUAhXIcz4KHYPaArEQMwgsKAIwAg&iact=mrc&uact=8
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SERVE 

 

   
 

SERVE – CONTACT CHECKPOINTS 

 

 Reach up – “high five the giant”  

 Head up – eyes looking at contact point 

 Body is 45 degrees to the net at contact 
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SERVE 

 

   
 

 
 

 

SERVE – “WRIST WATCH” CHECKPOINTS 

 

 After contact, the racket head keeps “twisting” – if the player wore 

a wristwatch on his racket hand, the player could “read” the 

wristwatch.  Technically, this is called pronation/internal shoulder 

rotation.    

 Notice the thumb of the racket hand is pointing down 

 Head still looks up at contact 
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SERVE 

 
Basic (non-advanced) Follow-Through 

 

SERVE – FINISH CHECKPOINTS 

 Arms cross (with racket arm on top) over the left hip pocket (for a righ-

handed player) – this is the ‘power “X” 

 Body finishes at a 45 degree angle to the net when first learning the serve 

 Head still up 

 Back foot up on its toes – heel off the ground 

 Advanced Serve – jump forwards – see Federer below 

 
 

 

  

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjXn6rg-tLUAhUB8z4KHa6gAWwQjRwIBw&url=http://www.tennishead.net/news/academy/2012/06/20/the-federer-second-serve&psig=AFQjCNENMla8KDhB4XTGaTn_zet2q1Pdng&ust=1498272662386108
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OVERHEAD 
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OVERHEAD 

 

 
 

Overhead Ready Position Checkpoints 

 

 Racket head tilted upwards at a 45 degree angle  

 Racket is in neutral position (i.e., racket is on edge) 

 Knees flexed 

 Hold a composite grip (for the beginner hold a forehand grip).  When you 

see an overhead coming, you will switch to the Continental Grip – see the next 

page. 

 Push the hands away from the body with the elbows out  (i.e., raise the 

elbow) -  should be able to drop a basketball (a volleyball for a younger kid) 

between the butt cap and the belly button  

 Split step as your opponent strikes the ball 
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OVERHEAD 

 

  
Overhead – Quarterback Position Checkpoints 

 

• From the ready position, turn a little more than sideways and assume the 

same position a quarterback assumes getting ready to throw.  The palm of 

the racket hand faces down to the ground just like the quarterback has the 

hand holding the football pointing down to the ground. 

• As you are turning, switch to the Continental grip. 

• Keep non-racket hand on racket. 

• Since the ball for a tennis player’s overhead is high in the air, the tennis 

player needs to look up. 
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OVERHEAD 

 
 

Overhead – Comb the Hair Position Checkpoints 

 

 From the Quarterback Position, the racket moves up to the “comb 

your hair” position – like you are combing your hair away from the 

body.   

 The palm  of the racket hand still faces down. 

 Head remains up looking at the ball 

 Left hand reaches up and points to the ball 

 Notice the body is turned even more than sideways to the net 
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OVERHEAD 

   
 Comb the Hair Position              Racket Drop Position               Racket goes up to the Ball 

 

 

Overhead – Loop Checkpoints 

 

 From the Comb the Hair Position (picture (1) to the left), the racket 

loops behind, and away from, the back (picture (2) in the middle) 

and then rises up to hit the ball. 

 

 Because the ball is falling at a rapid rate when you hit the 

overhead, you need to swing more upwards on the overhead than 

on any other stroke. 
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OVERHEAD 

 

 
Overhead Contact Point Checkpoints 

 

 Reach up like you are high fiving the giant 

 The racket “twists” and faces the ball 

 Up on your toes 

 Keep your head up 

 Upper body at 45 degrees at contact 
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OVERHEAD 

 

 
 

Overhead – Wrist Watch Position Checkpoints 

 

 After contact, the racket head keeps “twisting” – if the player wore 

a wristwatch on his racket hand, the player could “read” the 

wristwatch.  Technically, this is called pronation/internal shoulder 

rotation.    

 Up on your toes 

 Head still looks up at contact 
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OVERHEAD 
 

 
 

Overhead Finish Checkpoints 

 

 Arms finish in a power “X” (racket arm over the non-racket arm) 

 Body finishes at a 45 degree angle to the net when first learning the 

overhead 

 Head still up 

 Back foot up on its toes – heel off the ground 

 

 

•  
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FOOTWORK 

 Footwork comes down to attitude – you must make up your mind to 

move your feet.  Superb footwork is a choice and the sooner you start to 

take pride in your movement the better. 

 The object of footwork is to hit the ball at the ideal contact point and in 

balance 

 If your opponent’s shot is hit close to you, make sure to use short 

adjusting steps to get in perfect position for your stroke 

 When recovering at the baseline, unless you are in the middle of the 

court,  the first one or two recovery steps should be cross-over steps not 

shuffle steps.  

 Split step before every shot your opponent hits 

 For shorter balls – move diagonally forwards towards the ball to attack 

 When you are at the net, say to yourself, as your opponent is about to hit 

the ball, “drive or lob” while you are looking at your opponent striking 

the ball.  If you detect a drive, prepare to move diagonally forwards for 

the volley.  If you detect a lob, prepare to move backwards. 

 When going back for overheads, use cross-over steps 

 A coach should film a player's footwork, especially when he or she does 

not know they are being filmed. A powerful exercise is to show players 

being lazy and then show them when they are working hard.  One has to 

simply adjust their attitude to start adjusting their feet.  Remember, 

superb footwork is a choice.   
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A FEW PLAYING TIPS 

 Do not think of hitting the ball hard; rather think of hitting it right.  If 

you hit is right, it will have plenty of speed. 

 One of the most common errors players make is to hold onto the racket 

too tightly.  You want to have a relaxed grip and also be loose in the 

shoulders. 

 When learning the game, put emphasis on learning the correct 

technique, not winning or immediate results. 

 Topspin is your friend in a rally.  The more you swing up, the more the 

ball will spin down. 

 Trajectory (much more than spin) determines the height of the bounce 

of the ball.  
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STRATEGY 

 

 

 The Percentage Posts 

 Aggressive Percentage Tennis 

 Aggressive Error Margin  

 Manage by Statistics Not Score 

 Charting 
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PRACTICE 

 

 Three keys to improving: practice, practice, practice. 

 Repetition  is the mother of skill; and winning is the by-product of skill. 

 Be the hardest worker.  Two things you can always control; 1. Attitude  and 

2. Effort. 

 To hear is to forget, to write it down is to remember, and to DO something 

over and over again is to understand. 

 Often in the end, one doesn't get what they expect, they get what they 

deserve. 

 Shadow Practice: 

o Shadow Practice is a great way to form the right stroke habits 

o Slowly going through each of your strokes using a cone in the 

morning when you wake up and in the evening is very helpful 

o If you are outside doing shadow strokes, you should practice 

combining your strokes with your footwork. 

o Remember, you do not need a tennis court to get better in tennis – you 

can shadow practice anywhere.  

 Drop hit balls aiming for the alley on the other side of the net – make sure to 

have the path of the racket in the hitting zone be along the path of the alley 

(i.e., hit through the ball). 

 Work on a Backboard:  

o Hitting on a backboard is one of the most valuable things you can do 

o 15 minutes on a backboard is worth 60 minutes of regular practice 

o As the ball comes back faster, it is a great way to improve your return 

of serve 

 TIP = Total Intense Practice 

 Ego kills – to improve you often have to take 10 steps back to take 100 

steps forward.  You have to live with feeling uncomfortable when 

changing a stroke. 

 To become great in tennis, you must do the opposite of what you want 

to do.   Most people just want to hang out, players who become great 

resist that temptation and work hard on their games  

 When doing drills where players wait in line, the players waiting in line 

should be jogging in place on the balls of their feet, holding the racket 
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head with the racket hand with the tip of the racket pointed  up and the 

non-racket hand off the racket  

 Champions are willing to make sacrifices that others are not willing 

to.  
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For the Aspiring Tournament Player: 25 Important Thoughts to 

Help you Compete Better 

 

1) If you win the first set, think of it as a bonus. 

2) You play the first set to figure out how you will play the second two sets. 

3) If you lose the first set, you are down 1-0 in a game played to 2. 

4) There is no time clock in tennis. 

5) Tennis has the best scoring system for a comeback. 

6) Most players pack their bags after losing the first set, it's called......suitcase tennis. 

7) Most score sheets read, 7-6, 6-1 not 6-1, 7-6 or 6-4, 6-0 not 6-0, 6-4. 

8) Every game starts with a clean slate, 0-0. 

9) Every set starts with a clean slate, the scoreboard is re-set at 0-0. 

10) Winners never lose, they just run out of time. 

11) One must fight for every point. 

12) One must address each point like it is match point. 

13) One must never give up. 

14) One must post-plan and pre-plan after each and every point. 

15) One must play aggressive-percentage tennis. 

16) If you fail to plan, you are planning to fail. 

18) One must visualize, see themselves making shots. 

19) One must believe they can win. 

20) One must understand competition; which is matching their mind, body and spirit 

as well as their tennis game against their opponent. 

21) One must be performance oriented and not out-come oriented. 

22) One must move their feet, take the best swing possible, breathe out and be 

committed to their target. 

23) One must love the battle and show a sense of enjoyment for playing tennis 

regardless of the score.  

24) One must appreciate and respect their opponent, without opponents there would 

be no tennis to play. 

25) Players looking to improve are seeking advice and are not "too cool for school.” 
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Top 50+ tennis and life tips from Steve Smith 

 

Keep it simple. 

Be patient. 

Don't underestimate the learning capacity of your students. (or yourself) 

Commit yourself to constant improvement. 

Be the first to say, "Good morning." (Hello, Thank you) 

Make goals. 

Stop blaming others. 

Don't be an "excuse-maker." 

Have a firm handshake. 

Thank your parents. 

Call your grandparents while you can. 

Look people in the eye. 

Leave everything a little better than you found it. 

Return all things you borrow. 

Don't expect life to be fair. 

Always start with a goal. 

Don't re-act, act. 

Stay humble. 

Be honest with yourself and others. 

Live without pretending , and listen without defending. 

Never let go of your values. 

When you lose, don't lose the lesson. 

Always take notes. 

Don't take criticism personally. 

Don't assume. 

A lesson will be repeated until it is learned. 

People change when it's too late or when change finally becomes important to 

them. 

Do just the opposite of what you want to do. 

Do what you are told the first time. 

TIP - Total Intense Practice. 

Turn your brain on. 

Don't go on auto pilot. 

Be the first one to practice. Be the last one to leave. 

Be the hardest worker. 

Two things you can always control; 1. Attitude 2. Effort. 

You can learn something from anyone. 

To hear is to forget, to write it down is to remember, and to DO something over 
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and over again is to understand. 

Often in the end, one doesn't get what they expect, they get what they deserve. 

Hand write a thank you letter and send it regular mail. 

Don't be regulated by the scoreboard. 

It's not your right to play tennis; it's your privilege. 

Teach someone to play tennis. 

Practice with someone below your level. 

Be a "giver." (not just a "taker") 

If you look away while your being criticized, the coaching bounces right off you. 

Look right at your mistake, do not look away from it. 

Three secrets to tennis: 1. Practice 2. Practice 3.Practice. 

One should be able to tell a joke. 

One should be able to tell a story. 

It takes five times as many muscles to frown as smile. 

The highest form of retention for learning is to teach. 

Love what you do. 
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NOTES 
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